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Music has always been intimately 
associated with the game of football. 
And football fans use the most powerful 
instrument human beings have: our 
voices. Chants, lyrics from anthems, 
and songs devoted to superstars have 
accompanied us over our 90-year history. 
However, all this time LaLiga has been 
missing its own unique piece of music, a 
recognisable sound that reaches out and 
touches everyone, a soundtrack that fans 
of our football can feel they can identify 
with. So, we decided to create one, and 
give a voice to football fans everywhere.

We started at the beginning, with 
the fans of the future. Such is our 
commitment to that future, we decided 
to take the voice of those fans who 
were yet to be born, babies who were 
still in their mothers’ wombs. But what 
is the voice of a baby who is still inside 
its mother? Its heartbeat, something 
inextricably linked to life, sport and, of 
course, football.
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Music
and football
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We put together a special initiative so 
that pregnant women who wanted the 
heartbeat of their future children to form 
part of the LaLiga soundtrack could tell 
us their story. Over 3,000 families took 
part during the month of May 2019, with 
90 being chosen, one for each year of 
LaLiga Santander since its inception. 
Those 90 beats represent the fans of the 
future in our soundtrack, as can be seen 
in the following video:

This soundtrack incorporates the feelings 
and heartbeats of all of these LaLiga 
fans, making it an integrating soundtrack, 
but also one which everyone can get 
involved in because it allows any football 
fan to join in with the music through an 
action so simple and yet so typical of 
sport and football: clapping.

Los Latidos 
del Futuro



Lucas Vidal
The composer

Lucas Vidal was the artist chosen for his 
perfect combination of talent and youth. 
He is one of Spain’s most renowned 
composers.

Born and raised in the city of Madrid, 
music was ever present in his life, as his 
grandfather was one of the founders of 
the Hispavox record label.

He studied under a scholarship at Berklee 
College of Music, graduated summa cum 
laude and moved to New York, where he 
proceeded with his postgraduate studies 
at the Juilliard School, although he did 
not complete them due to his work as a 
composer, an opportunity which arose as 
soon as he finished his studies at Berklee.  
The acclaimed musician has recorded 
over 100 orchestra sessions in London – 
at the prestigious Abbey Road Studios 
and AIR Studios –, in Prague, Los Angeles, 
Kiev and several Spanish cities, among 
others.

In addition to music for film, Lucas Vidal 
has also composed works for ballet, 
collaborating with the prestigious Boston 
Ballet.
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Creative process

The LaLiga soundtrack was recorded 
in Madrid, Prague and London, and 
involved the participation of a total of 
130 musicians of 20 nationalities.
From the outset, an epic yet versatile 
tone was sought which, just like a football 
match, contains moments of passion, 
drama, joy...

>  Madrid: Creation and initial demo, as 
well as the mixing and final pieces.

>  Prague: Choirs at the legendary 
Smecky Music Studios, which has been 
recording choirs for soundtracks since 
the ‘40s.

>  London: Timeless greats such as Queen, 
The Beatles and the Rolling Stones all 
recorded at Abbey Road Studios. It has 
also become a mecca for soundtracks, 
with an orchestra which has recorded 
the scores to films including Star Wars, 
Jurassic Park and The Avengers. Top 
composers such as John Williams, Ennio 
Morricone, Hans Zimmer and Jerry 
Goldsmith have worked here.
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Web TV

Stadium Events

Games/E-Sport

Merchandising Fanmile/Bar

Advertising/Public

Social Media

Soundtrack

The soundtrack will be applied to all 
contexts of the organisation.

It is composed of the following versions:

> “Latidos del Futuro” main version.

> “ Latidos del Futuro “ loop version.

> “Underscore” version.

> “Underscore finale” version.

> “Corporate” version.

> “Drum” version.
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Incorrect use

This section specifies incorrect use and 
manipulations.

No modifications or alterations to the 
main song or its versions are permitted.
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 Altering the equalisation of the original mix.

 Mixing with other sounds/songs.

 Altering the playback speed.

 Playing it backwards.

  Use in contexts not related to LaLiga or its 
competitions.

  Use in content which damages the prestige of 
LaLiga or its competitions.

  Use in contexts other than those specified in this 
manual.



Main version.
Latidos del Futuro
Latidos del Futuro is LaLiga’s main 
soundtrack. It establishes its entire 
musical essence and defines us as a 
brand.

It is the one to be used for everything 
related to sports competitions, both live 
and replays, video games, apps and 
other LaLiga contexts.

  Latidos del Futuro 3:40”

LALIGA_Main Title
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· Broadcasting use.

· In order to reproduce the links in this 
manual, it is necessary to download the 
latest version of Adobe Flash Player.
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Uses.
Latidos del Futuro
This section specifies the uses and 
contexts where the main soundtrack can 
be used.

Any use or context which is not listed here 
must be consulted with the Global Brand 
and Assets Department.

>   Content of sports competitions: LaLiga 
Santander, LaLiga SmartBank, LaLiga 
Promises, LaLiga ProPlayer, LaLiga 
Genuine Santander...

>  Friendly and exhibition matches: LaLiga 
Ambassadors, LaLiga Legends, LaLiga 
World Challenge. 

>  Programmes on LaLiga content and its 
competitions: Radio, TV and Internet.

> In sports stadiums.

>  Video games and apps linked to LaLiga 
and its competitions.

>  Physical LaLiga contexts or contexts 
related to LaLiga.



Loop version.
Latidos del Futuro
The use of this version is designed for 
ambient use in programmes related 
to the LaLiga Santander and LaLiga 
SmartBank competitions.

  Loop 8:49” 

LALIGA_Broadcastloop Version
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· Broadcasting use.





Edits. 
Latidos del Futuro
The edits of the main soundtrack are 
used to cover broadcasting requirements. 

The use of these edits will be decided 
based on the duration and the timing of 
the available slots.

Each edit has a 5.1 and stereo version.
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       60 s
LALIGA_1Min Version_MASTER050819

       40 s
LALIGA_40s Version_MASTER050819

       30 s
LALIGA_30s Version_MASTER050819

       15 s
LALIGA_15s B Version_MASTER050819
LALIGA_15s Version_MASTER050819

       10 s
LALIGA_10s B Version_MASTER050819
LALIGA_10s Version_MASTER050819 

       6 s
LALIGA_6 s Version_MASTER050819

           4 s
LALIGA bumper 4s Version_MASTER050819 

       3 s
LALIGA_Sting 3s B Version_MASTER050819
LALIGA_Sting 3s Version_MASTER050819
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This version is slower and more melodic 
than the main version. 

It is designed to be used to convey 
emotion and familiarity.

The contexts and uses are:

>  Advertising videos with an emotional 
and familiar tone and message.

> Live with musical ensemble.

> Physical LaLiga contexts.

  Underscore version 5:10 min.

LALIGA_UNDERSCORE_MAXMIXV3

Underscore version

 

· In order to reproduce the links in this 
manual, it is necessary to download the 
latest version of Adobe Flash Player.





Underscore finale 
version
To be used during more emotional/
sensitive moments for our brand or as an 
accompaniment at corporate events.

>  Minute’s silence before official matches 
(Underscore finale version).

  Underscore finale version 2:02 min.

LALIGA_UNDERSCORE _FINALE Version
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· In order to reproduce the links in this 
manual, it is necessary to download the 
latest version of Adobe Flash Player.





Corporate version

This version is exclusively designed for 
corporate contexts and for use in loop 
mode.

The contexts and uses are:

> Office waiting area.

> Corporate events.

> Call on hold. 

> Corporate videos.

  Corporate version 10:09 min. 

LALIGA_CORPORATE
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· In order to reproduce the links in this 
manual, it is necessary to download the 
latest version of Adobe Flash Player.





Drum version

This more upbeat version will be used 
sporadically throughout the competition 
depending on the occasion.

  Drum version 1:12 min.

LALIGA_DRUMS
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· In order to reproduce the links in this
manual, it is necessary to download the
latest version of Adobe Flash Player.
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This version is designed to accompany 
corporate signatures of audiovisual 
pieces. 

Its use will be applied to all of the 
organisation’s sub-brands:

> LaLiga Santander

> LaLiga SmartBank

> LaLiga Promises

> LaLiga Promises Santander

> LaLiga Business School

> LaLigaSportsTV

> LaLigaSports

> ...

The images which accompany the audio 
logo will be synchronised and determined 
by the Global Brand and Assets 
Department.
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Audio Logo

Champions of Spain

Legends

Promises

Fantasy

TV

Exhibition

Football Schools

Club Women

Futura Afición

Spain Experience

SportsTV

Lounge

Campus

Experience

Icons

Ambassadors







“Borrador de trabajo, pendiente versión final”

Thank you
If you have any question about LaLiga Soundtrack 
user guide, contact the LaLiga Global Brand and 
Assets Department at marca@laliga.es




